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I INTRODUCTION
Electron accelerators play a central role in nuclear and particle

physics. Electron scattering has proven to be a very successful technique to

study nuclear structure. This can be easily understood. Electrons are point

particles that penetrate deeply inside nuclei. They interact with nuclear

constituents without significant modification of the structure of the nucleus

via a well known interaction. Because of the ability to vary independently

the momentum and the energy transferred to the nucleus, the spatial

resolution of electrons can be adjusted to the scale of processes that need

to be studied. In principle this advantage Is shared by muons and neutrinos.

However electrons are the only leptons that can be accelerated as primary

beams. Therefore these beams are much more Intense and of infinitely better

quality; they have very small emittance and high energy resolution. Whenever

It Is possible to use an electron beam to study a specific aspect of nuclear

structure, history shows that electron scattering gives the most accurate and

reliable experimental data with the smallest systematic errors.

Many new electron scattering facilities are now under construction all

over the world. By 1992 experimental facilities will have powerful

features : continuous beams, high incident energy, high energy resolution,

polarized beams and targets, high flux of monochromatic photons by tagging

scattered electrons. All these machines will have for the first time

continuous beams. This will open a virgin territory In coincidence

experiments. For comparison one should realize that the present generation

of electron accelerators has typically a duty cycle of VA. New detectors are

planned with significantly larger solid angles and out of plane detection

capabilities. Major upgrades at Amsterdam, Bonn, and Mainz and Bates-MIT

will considerably expand the possibilities of present accelerators for

Nuclear physics. Similar projects exist also in the USSR. The developments

of stretcher rings will allow for the first time the use or Internal targets. •

At present CEBAF the most ambitious of these new facilities is being built in

the United States. This machine is a high intensity superconducting

accelerator designed for three simultaneous beams of variable energies up to

4 CeV. This machine is at present the largest Investment of United States In

Nuclear Physics

In France and Italy intensive research on superconducting electron

accelerators Is carried out In France the project uf a multi-GeV facility

is developed and will be submitted at the end of ]Sb9. Itiis electron

accelerator )s the top priority of French research In nuclein- physics.

2. PROBING THE NUCLEUS BY ELECTRON SCATTERING

Electrons probe the whole nuclear volume with a spatial resolution which

is directly related with their incident energy. Incident electron energies

of SOO MeV result in a spatial resolution of the order 0.5 fm which is

Ideally suited for the study of nucléon distributions in nuclei. At much

higher energies electrons are used to study fundamental processes. The

discovery of the scaling of the electron-proton cross-sections in the deep

Inelastic region was reported by an MIT-SLAC collaboration In 1968. This was

the evidence that beyond E > 10 CeV electrons have a sufficiently small

wavelength to resolve quarks in nucléons and to probe their distributions.

In electron scattering the Incident electron transfers momentum q and

energy u to the nucleus, and Is scattered to an angle d. In inclusive

experiments, the final state of the nucleus Is not known. In exclusive

experiments, specific channels of the final state are selected and

studied. When there are more than two particles in the final state, this

necessitates the coincident measurement of some of the products of nuclear

deexeltat Ion.

Schematic views of the cross sections of electron-nucleus and

electron-nucleon scattering as functions of the energy transfer u for a fixed

momentum transfer q are shown In Figure 1. The low energy, low momentum

transfer region corresponds to conventional nuclear spectroscopy. The first

peak Is due to elastic scattering from the ground state, it is followed by

the low-lying excited states and the giant mull ipole resonances. At larger

energy transfers, the cross section increases and has a smooth a dependence.

This Is the region of "contlnuun" excitation. The cross section reaches a

maximum In the region of u — q /2M corresponding to quaslelastlc
nucléon f e 1

scattering from Individual nucléons. This peak is followed at higher energy

transfers by successive broad peaks due to nucléon resonances. At the limit



whrrp bot h q and w becomes both very large, one reaches the region of

scatlerl ng by nuclenn const 1tunnts. This is the region where evldnnce for

point Mkn partlcles, partons has been found by scale Invariance1. In this

region , a difference In the scaling behavior between iron and deuterium, the

well-known EMC effect2, shows that the nuclear medium modifies quark

distributions In nucléons.
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3. WHAT HAS BEEN LEARNED UP TO NOW BY ELECTRON SCATTERING ?

Considérable experimental difficulties had to be overcome In order to

exploit the potential or this probe for nuclear structure. Cross sections

are small and experiments have the typical complexity of high energy physics.

One needs to map out form factors to sufficiently high momentum transfers In

order to bring out the details of nuclear charge and magnetization densities.

Huge magnetic spectrometers of large solid angle, wide momentum acceptance,

and Intense electron beams are needed. The difficulty Is Increased by the

need to isolate specific nuclear excitations. An energy resolution of 10"'

Is barely sufficient for nuclear studies. After the pioneering Stanford

experiments of the mid-1950s, one had Io wait the development of a completely

new design for experimental facilities. The detection and data acquisition

systems met these requirements In the mid-1970s, permitting for the past ten

years a systematic exploitation of the possibilities of electron scattering

for nuclear studies.
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The present electron scattering facilities have provided a wealth of new

Information on nuclear structure3. Nuclear ground-state charge and

magnetization densities have been mapped out with an Incredible accuracy

(- IV. In the central region) throughout the periodic table. The concept of

nucléons moving In a mean field has been found to be valid even in the center

of the nucleus. Systematic studies of single-particle and collective

excitations have carerully mapped out the limits of traditional theoretical

models. The fundamental discovery has been that for a correct description of

the binding energies of light nuclei 3H, 3He, *He as well as heavier nuclei

and nuclear matter, the shape of nucléon distributions and the behavior of

the elastic Torm factors of 3H and 3He at Q 2 s 0.3 (GeV/c)2, one must go

beyond the traditional description of nuclei In terms of nucléons. This can

be achieved up to Q z = 1 (GeV/c)2 by taking Into account meson-exchange

currents, three-body Torcfs and reiatlvlstic effects due to nucléon motion In

nuclei.

Over the past few years nuclear currents have been very accurately

measured using both weak and electromagnetic interactions. These studies

have revealed '—veral processes dominated by meson-exchange currents.

Specific meson-exchange processes have been isolated and their spatial

cont inuous



distribution has been determined for relative distances between nucléons

larger than 0.8 fm. One has clearly "seen" meson-exchange currents Jn

nuclei.
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A fully consistent description of nuclear charge and current

distributions in terms of mesons, nucléons and A-excltatlons has been

achieved up to momentum transfers Qa « 1 (GeV/c)2. Long range interactions

are determined by a one-plon exchange while medium range interactions are

described via dispersion relations In terms of correlated 2n-exchanges. The

spatial distributions of meson-exchange currents have been determined by

electron scattering for distances between two nucléons larger than 0.8 fm,

but at smaller distances very little is known*. This Is the new domain that

must be explored with higher energy electron accelerators and continuous

beans.

4. WHAT DO WE WANT TO LEARN FROM NOW ON ?

The traditional picture of the nucleus is a description In terms of

nucléons, surrounded by nuclear matter and meson fields. This description

uses the nonrelativlstlc Schrodinger equation with phénoménologies]

two-nucleon potentials. Mesonic theory provides a very efficient and

economical description for nuclear processes involving momentum transfers up

to about 1 (GeV/c) , but for higher momentum transfers the situation Is less

clear. In addition to relativlstic effects, one must take short range

interactions Into account; these are essentially not known. In order to

describe very short range processes, one needs to introduce more and more

mesons of higher and higher mass. The one-boson approximation Is no longer

sufficient, and the description of the very short range component of the

potential requires an infinite set of strongly coupled mesons. It is obvious

that on= loses the simplicity of the mesonic description of the nuclear

Interaction for momentum transfers greater than 1 (CeV/c)2. It will become

necessary to introduce not only one- and two-body operators but also three-,

four- and many-body operators Involving mesons and nucléons and the complete

spectrum of nucléon excitations. Beyond Q2 = 1 (CeV/c)2, the perturbative

approach becomes untractable. One is now faced with the challenge of finding

a consistent theoretical description for both short- and long-range

interactions.

In order to understand higher momentum transfer data, a description of

the fucleon-nucleon interaction consistent with the nucléon substructure is

needed. This will require an understanding of the structure of the nucléon

and the development of a theoretical framework based on QCD valid for both

non-perturbative, long-wavelength interactions and perturbative,

short-wavelength Interactions. This is now one of the most interesting

challenges to nuclear physics. The long-term goal of nuclear physics Is to

understand hadron interactions and the dynamics of quark confinement in

nuclei. The specific role of high energy electrons is to provide

quantitative data on the following topics :

a) Structure of the nucléon (spin structure, resonances, e t c . ) .

b) Role of non nucleonic components In nuclei.

c) Nature of short-range nucléon correlations.

d) Origin of the short-range part of nuclear forces.

e) Effects of the nuclear medium on quark distributions.

Q



Ml xIng of quarks belonging to nearby nurlenns. excttat Ion of color and

bîirynnIc degrees of freedom shou1d be revea1od by t hp st udy of short-range

correlatIons There» are mniy pxelI Ing quest Ions about nuclear structure

raised by QCD1 for example, the possible role of color screening, the role of

quark exchanges, the existence of color forces between nucléons In nuclei,

lhp possible difference between quark localization In the nucléon and In the

nuclear medium Alt hough these problems are Interest Ing by themseives, they

horome of major Importance In constructing a realistic theory of superdense

nue 1nar matt er, In partlcular for the calculât Ion of the 1ImItIng mass of

nnutron stars and the quark-gluon structure of their core.

The current experience 1 n high-energy nuclear physics and theoretical

discussions of properties of bound states In QCD Indicate some fruitful

directions for future investigations5. Popular Ideas are the search for the

d i fference be t ween quark-gluon dI str1 but 1ons In t he nuc1 eon and 1 n nuclei,

the origin of short-range lnternucleon forces and non-nucleon degrees of

freedom In nuclei It is essential to investigate configurations when 2, 3,

4 nucléons or even more are nearby in nuclei and to determine the probability

or such configurations and their quark-gluon structure, etc...The study of

such configurations requires that a sufficiently large energy must be

transferred to the constituents of nuclei. This clearly Implies that the

long term future of microscopic nuclear physics Is in a nev domain of

hi ̂n-energy studies !

To obtain a detailed knowledge on a correlated system of two nucléons or

two quarks. H Is necessary to investigate the fas* removal of one of

the constituents, either a nucléon or a quark. The necessary condition for

the applicat ion of the redden approximalIon Is that the energy transfer to

the correlated system Is much larger than Its typical energy scale. This

condition Is satisfied for both quaslelastIc electron scattering at

Q' > 1 (GeV/c) and deep inelastic scattering (for which an average energy of

about 1 GeV Is transferred to the struck nucléon).

5. NEW TECHNIQUES

Futur<- plrrlron sr-attering experiments require a high precision and the

detection of rarp processes. Such experiments require a higher degree of

sophistication to fight unwanted backgrounds, large solid angle detectors and

systematic investigations of polarization degrees of freedom. A large number

of hadron and electron accelerators will use internal targets in the next

decade. This technique has already been used at CERN and is already working

in the U. S. S. R. at Novosibirk. The project fECASYS in the United-States Is

to build Internal target in the PEP H n R at SLAC for high energy nuclear

studies. A workshop last January has discussed this project and its physics

program. Internal target Is one of the major developments for electron

accelerators in nuclear physics ïn particular for experiments using polarized

targets6. The panorama of electron scattering experiments Is going to

dramatically change In the 1990s. The availability of continuous beams will

open a virgin territory of exclusive and seml-lnclus]ve experiments. Several

experimental techniques will also be developed and used extensively :

-Polarized beams

-Polarized targets

-Recoil polarization detection

-Out-of-plane detection

-Large solid angle detectors

-Internal targets

One expects that polarization experiments will play a central role. Spin

physics In electron scattering Is essentially a virgin territory. The

Importance of spin physics has been demonstrated at SLAC by the study of the

Interference of the weak and electromagnetic Interaction. This Interference

gives a contribution that does not conserve parity and Its observation was a

great success for the standard model.

One of the most exciting nuclear physics results of 1988, the

measurement of the spin structure of the proton has been determined by

scattering a polarized muon beam on a polarized proton target . The accuracy

of the experiment can easily be improved by using the electron beam of HERA.

A new experiment is proposed to Investigate the spin structure of the proton

and the neutron at HERA. This Is a proposal to use a 35 GeV stored electron

beam on Internal polarized targets developed by Argonne and CalTech, and a

Madlson-Heldelberg collaboration.

Jaffe and his collaborators8 have given some exciting new examples of

what could be learned from polarization experiments at high energy. He has

stressed the Importance of using nuclear targets and Indicated that one might

observe a "new EHC effect".

6. FUTURE ELECTRON SCATTERING FACILITES

The present electron accelerators for nuclear physics are pulsed

and have a low duty factor : electrons are accelerated on target nuclei only

1 V, of the time. This requires very high peak currents to have a reasonable

luminosity which is a cause of high background for coincidence experiments.

The energy of these accelerators is typically below 1 CeV, though a few
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experiments have been performed at significantly larger energies using

particle physics accelerators. These machines have been sufficient to

establish the limits of present theoretical descriptions of nuclear

phenomena. However they are no longer sufficient to extend the exploration

of nuclear structure significantly beyond the frontiers that have been

already reached. He are now challenged to build a new generation of

accelerators for nuclear physics that will guide theory towards a unified

description of short- and long-range processes In nuclei.
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Below 2 GeV Incident electron energy, there Is a clear future for high

resolution experiments In order to study the nuclear many-body problem and to

determine the occupation and the shape of quasi-particle orbits. A value of



100 keV Is typlral of LhP energy resolution needed to resolve excited states

In henvy nuclei. With such a resolution, there Is a large program of

systematic nuclear studies At higher energies, the need for a high

resolution appeared less clear The accelerators of Bonn (RLSA), MIT-Bates

(Cambridge, USA) and NlKHEF (Amsterdam) are being upgraded. In a few years

these machines will have continuous beams and will be Ideal Tor coincidence

experiments. The beam intensities available at HIT and NIKHEF will allow an

extensive electron scattering program up to 1 CeV, focused on many-body

physics In terms of nucléons, mesons and û-isobars. The UPDATE project of

NIKlIFF Is the addition of a pulse stretcher ring to an existing llnac. The

pulse stretcher ring will supply an 800 MeV beam for experiments either In an

extracted mnde or in a storage mode with internal gas targets. A similar

project at slightly higher energy (1 CeV) Is under construction at MIT-Bates

In the United States. ELSA at Bonn Is a relatively low Intensity machine

(<100 nA) and thus will best suited for photon experiments up to 3 GeV.

Two new continuous beam electron accelerators will be completed In a few

years, a 800 MeV mlcrotron at Mainz (MAMI B) and a A CeV superconducting

linear accelerator at CEBAF (Newport News. Virginia, USA). The Mainz project

has t w n reviewed at this workshop by Walcher. It is a remarkably well

equipped facility for photon and electron experiments below 1 GeV.

The CEPAF project has been described In details at this workshop. This

contlnucus tieam accelerator will have a remarkable combination of continuous

beam of .high Intensity and high energy resolution up to \ CeV. This Is the

first time that one will really have access to the nature of short-range

Interactions between nucléons. Three distinct experimental end stations are

d&slgned to be simultaneously used. Experiments are expected to start at

CEBAF In 1935. The total construction budget of this facility Is $265

millions, which Is at present the largest investment of the United States in

nuclear physics.

7. PERSPECTIVES IN EUROPE

Europe Is vr>ll equipped for nuclear physics studies with electron

scattering at Bnnn, Main?, NIKHEF for the next ten years. However, beyond

1995 the performances of European accelerators will be superseded by the

quality of Ih- rur-ilities aval lahle at CEBAF Nuclear physics in United

States will have access to a completely new domain of high enorRy resolution

and coincidence experiments. Similar facilities are not yet planned in

Europe This is a real problem Up to now the experimental situation has

been well balanced between Europe and the United States. This friendly

competition was one of the sources of success of this field. Should the only

facility available In the world In ten years be CEBAF; It Is clear that the

quality of the European contribution will significantly decrease In this

field. This Is a political problem, no European nation has enough financial

and human resources available to build alone a really Interesting facility

for the year 2000. Since It takes about ten years to complete a project, It

Is now that we need a strong Impulse at a European level to build an exciting

future.

Many physicists participating In the workshop on Hadronlc Physics with

mulli-GeV Electron Accelerators" held last year In Selllac believed that an

Incident energy higher than 10 GeV would give a great originality to a

European project. A major argument was that It Is In these domain that one

is really sure to scatter electrons from quarks.

The project of superconducting linear electron accelerators are at the

discussion stage In France and Italy. Italy considers the project of a 10

GeV machine for both nuclear and particle physics. Amaldl has presented In

several conferences the possible option of an e /e collider ARES. The last

version was presented at Morlond last week. This project was discussed In

details at a workshop held In December 1988 at Courmayeur9. This Is a

heavy-quark factory and nuclear physics facility using two 1 GeV

superconducting 1lnacs (The proceedings of this conference edited by the

Italian Physical Society give a complete description of the machine and Its

physics program). The Interest for this project Is at present focused on Its

technical challenge. In terms of a physics facility for particle and nuclear

physics, the position of Italian physicists Is not settled. R/D for this

project is already funded at the level of superconducting cavities and a low

energy accelerator at Frascatl. A decision on Its future should be taken In

1991.

In France the two major research Institutions IRF (CEA) and IN2P3 (CNRS)

have given the top priority to a high Intensity multl-GeV superconducting

electron accelerator for nuclear physics with possible extension to higher

energies. This project is discussed In France and will be submitted to the

French government next year at the committee for major facilities. A

collaboration at a European level would greatly Improve the chances of

success of this project. Most of the French effort Is now to optimize

superconducting techniques for accelerating continuous beams of electrons. A

large effort is made at present at Saclay to build a high performance

superconducting accelerator module and to optimize building costs. Saclay

develops a major effort for the development of superconducting cavities and

r



has decided to shut down H s electron accelerator to concentrate Its efforts

towards the future. There Is now a large group Involved In the project of a

superconducting accelerator module which should be completed In 1990. After

reaching the state or the art for single cell (slightly beyond 20 MV/ml, the

goal of the group Is to develop an accelerator structure capable of

accelerating electrons with an average of 10 MWm. This Is considerable

progress since S MV/m corresponds to the cavities that will be produced by

the industry for CEUAF.

8. CONCLUSIONS

There Is clearly a bright future Tor studying nuclear structure with

high energy electrons. The region of 1 GeV will be explored In details by

accelerators that will soon be available. With Mainz and NIKHEF European

physics is in an excellent position in this domain. Between 2 and 4 GeV

there is a wealth of many-body physics and systematic studies of nucléon,

â-lsobar and meson physics. This is the domain that will be available for

photon studies at Bonn but will not be studied with electrons in Europe if

a new project is not funded in the near future, leaving entirely this domain

to CXBAF. This would be a severe problem since one needs at least 4 GeV to

study short-range correlations by the (e,e"pp) reaction. Beyond 10 GeV*thls

is the domain of quarks, we can begin this exploration with particle physics

machines but their possibilities are rather limited. The PEGASYS Internal

target facility proposed at PEP Mould allow to go up to IS GeV with a very

low duty cycle and no polarized beam. HERA is expected to have a polarized

electron beam of 35 GeV but has also a very small duty factor. Neither of

these machines will allow a systematic program of coincidence experiments.

It Is a general consensus that the future of theoretical models seems to

be no longer in terms of nucléons but in terms of quark degrees of freedom.

This is due to the composite aspects of the nucléon. The description of

hadron interactions in nuclei can be achieved at a fundamental level only in

the framework of QCD. This is a formidable challenge and the concept of

quarks dynamics In nuclei is not well defined with existing nuclear data.

One needs a new generation of data for understanding nuclear structure at the

level of quarks. The advantage for a high incident energy is that for

E > 10 GeV. the Interpretation of experiments is easier since SLAC

experiments have shown that one has reached the region of scaling and one is

sure to scatter from quarks.

In the long-term the challenge Is to rind the best description of

hadronic physics at a fundamental level. European physicists can contribute

Or
tu tile achievement of this goal only if a sufficiently powerful effort to

build new experimental facilities is undertaken now. This question requires

a fundamental discussion of the European Community to determine the best

project at a European level. We are all aware of the need to cuncentrate

our resources but up to now we seem to have been much more interested in

developing our home facility than a really powerful facility at a l-.uropean

scale. This is clearly not the best direction to progress mid it explains

why sometimes outside observers have a negative impression uf nuclear

physics. 1 believe that It is not such a serious problem. A strong and

motivated community is always successful. The first step now Is to build a

coherent strategy of accelerator developments in Europe.
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